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Abstract. Spending time in a Persian garden gives one the impression of being away and a sense of connection with nature. These feelings alleviate mental fatigue, or stress and bring about mental restoration. Simply, one feels mentally refreshed after visiting and strolling in a Persian garden.

The motivation for the research is to evaluate the theory that whether Persian traditional garden can be used as a restorative garden or even its design principles can be employed to create an environment of such kind. The main areas of investigation in this paper include understanding restorative attributes provided with the garden on visitors. Persian garden provides opportunities that intuitively engender restorative attributes which can fully be felt by being there, whether it was intended for such a purpose or not. The paper tries to imply that the aim of creation of such spaces (Persian garden) was so supreme that restoration can be considered as one of the subjects which arouses from a dominant interrelation between human and space (nature) in a common entire inherence.
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1. Introduction

Public spaces, either outdoors or indoors, like gardens, squares, bazaars, bathes, stadiums and the like not only response to some fundamental needs but also provide a public life for people. Governors and people seriously attend them with various motivations. People from different cultures in the light of their desires try to present them in their own spaces. Some of them incline to erect huge structures which never have been seen, others incline to ornate the architecture and some try to create a paradise on the earth (the Persian garden is a sample of it). It can be seen that some attributes are emphasized in public open spaces versus personal spaces which people want to find them in public spaces, likewise; being away from routine life, having recreational environment, experiencing life among others, considering aesthetic pleasure and abilities, experimenting their ideals, which are the features mentioned in this paper.

The environment in this regard at first is a place for alleviating people's need and then a place for expressing such qualities which are based on their cultural and social desires of perfect seeker soul of human in all era. Gardens are spaces that can be seen in all traditional cultures. The Persian garden, in line with Iran's history, moved along its evolutionary path of changes, and was responsive to the demands of periods. During this process, the garden, or the concept of the Persian garden, has been utilized as a base in creating such spaces. The garden has been the place where many public activities occurred like playing games and music or even holding philosophical debates since the Safavid dynasty [1]. Such activities also can be seen in Persian miniature paintings left from that era [2]. Hence, the garden was ingrained with people's private and social lives and was a framework for fulfilling people's needs concerning their relationship with each other and with nature in any outdoor space.

Restorative gardens have turned to be an interesting subject around the world. Though the subject of restorative gardens may seem be relatively new, actually it is not. According to Nancy Gerlach-Spriggs "Restorative or healing gardens for the sick have been part of the landscape of healing since medieval times.
A restorative garden is intended by its planners to evoke rhythms that energize the body, inform the spirit, and ultimately enhance the recuperative powers inherent in an infirm body or mind. Wherever recovery is not possible, intimate contact with the cycle and flow of nature may yet calm the spirit” [3].

The paper's approach to find the restorative attributes of Persian garden is describing relationships between the garden as an environment and restorativeness as an effect on human. In this regard firstly, it considers the human by the glass of environment and in the following it considers to the environment by the glass of human attitude. It means at first it will be narrated the affordance of environment and secondly it will be described the impression on human which is elaborated by his perception in the field of restorativeness. (Fig. 1)

2. The garden's affordance_ through the Attention Restoration Theory

Since the early 1970s, two major interpretations of what constitute a ‘restorative experience’ have dominated the restorative research literature. They have also taken into consideration the effect of the environment on psycho-physiological well-being, which express against the background of Ulrich’s stress reduction theory (SRT;[4]) and Kaplan and Kaplan’s attention restoration theory (ART; [5] [6]). According to SRT (Stress Recovery Theory), exposure to unthreatening nature or even viewing natural elements activates a positive affective response, a behavioral approach orientation, and sustained, relaxed attention and leads to more positively-toned emotional states. In Kaplan’s attention restoration theory, ART [6], it is declared that environments with particular characteristics may allow people to restore for directed attention capacity. Such restorative environments should have four characteristics. They are being away, extent, fascination, and compatibility.

2.1. Being away

Being away is the act of removing oneself from the set of circumstances that have become a usual pattern for some variable length of time and are depleting the capacity for directed attention [5] [7]. They say, “People seeking a restorative experience speak of needing to ‘get away’ and may describe the desired experience as a ‘change and a rest’. The necessary factor for being away is a change of what is going on in one’s mind. Persian garden by its all views inspires us to move, wonder, observe and develop our body and mind [8]. It provides adequate emotional stimulants and cognitive structure. Water's murmur along with other fascinating sounds fills the ears from a close distance. An alteration in the entrance and porous panels around the entrance hall, providing a vague image of the garden, all create a hierarchy of entrance for the viewer [9]. In fact the visitor is allowed to get inside in a step by step manner. Geometric order and linear corridors bring in deep views creating a unique character for the garden. Tall plants and vegetation filtrate unwanted environmental noise. Experiencing one’s surroundings in such a new way can bring in a sense of being away from one’s usual set of circumstances.

2.2. Extent

Extent is described as the characteristic of a space or situation that makes one feel as if he or she is “in a whole different world,” either physically or perceptually [5] [7]. While the concept of being away is the escape from one’s usual set of circumstances, extent is the characteristic that engages one’s mind in the surroundings. It can only be authentic if connection and scope are present [5] [7].
Defining a space as a garden itself has an influence on providing "extent" by its characters. Movement as a kind of action and fascinator in the garden, and emotions which are aroused by distraction of mind awhile from life and its problems loose individuals from unduly notion and thought. Hence in such actions in the garden interconnections transform to interaction and interrelation between persons and spaces. In the linear paths extent of Cedars trees and such axistic trees display green extent for passengers. Running water (blue on the ground) and the sky which seen among tall trees (blue on top) engange the mind the way (Fig. 2). The first property, interrelatedness, refers to the coherence and legibility that exists in the elements that are immediately perceived. With a sufficient level of coherence, one is able to recognize pieces that compose a portion of some larger whole [5]. Without a sense of connectedness among environmental features, the experience is merely an unrelated collection of impressions and may in fact cause confusion [6]. Legibility in the garden that will explained bellow by title of "spatial organization" is important spatially in that one is able to comprehend the overall physical environment, can begin to make predictions about other elements that exist or progression that may occur, and may anticipate and seek out these predictions. As Kaplans said, an environment that has an appropriate quantity of things to see, experience, and think about so as to substantially fill one’s mind will have a sufficient level of scope [10]. It can be seen in changing of water feature during passing by squirts and cascades and so it has preference in their repetition and rhythm.

2.3. Fascination

Fascination can be described as the ability to create a curiosity. This curiosity causes an unintentional focusing of our attention on stimuli in the environment through interest and excitement. One point perspective which leads use to front to heart of the garden can be considered as a main fascinating factor in Persian garden (Fig. 2). It act as an always target in the entire axes to be regarded, to be reached, during strolling in the garden. It emphasized by the form and height of trees and running water. The garden is full of fascination, trees, palace, other plants, water, and wildlife, never ceasing to intrigue and captivate the viewer. Running of water in contrary of passenger's movement is felt the water comes to cut through the innate with its sound and various tones in different places. It acts as Fascinator for movement in inward, in thought.

2.4. Compatibility

Compatibility refers to the congruence between opportunities and constraints afforded by the setting and a person’s inclinations. Compatibility is the agreement between the demands of the environment and one’s purposes and inclinations [5] [10]. An invitation to stroll in the garden by its fascinations and an acceptance in return by the passenger makes the two to become one, experiencing a whole new kind of existence. Persian garden is a built nature that expresses a unity between man and garden (human/nature). Persian garden brings about a new meaning to compatibility, apart from what may be expected. The concept is achieved by the spatial order in the garden.

3. Visitor's attitude toward the garden's objects and entities

The concept of restoration has several connotations, some quite concrete, others more spiritual and mental. Generally speaking, however, healing may be said to be a process that promotes overall well-being
[10]. So in the question of how the garden effect on addressee in the space, it must consider that how it effect on overall human layers; body, mind and soul. Visitor's attitude toward the garden's objects and entities is considered in the paper in three parts:

3.1. Sensual stimulation of Persian garden

The environment is perceived through the senses which act in unison to produce a sensation. The perception of the environment effects user's healthy by causing him or her to react to environment stimuli either in a positive or negative manner. The senses have the first exposure and reaction to an environment. Their role and relevance to health and nature is explained and related to an aesthetic experience. According to tuan [11], a pleasing landscape must impact our senses and provide us with a "shaped" feeling of what we are experiencing. The perfect garden awakens the senses with natural pleasures that heal and refurbish the soul. An integrated representation of any physical environment combines various sensory modalities, the visual, tactile, olfactory, and kinaesthetic [12]. Sensual perception causes us to react and adapt to our environment. It is intended to identify and analyze the natural stimuli in Persian garden that is preferable and sensually stimulating. This will lead to understand the satisfaction factor and well-being through a subtle interaction with garden elements through its sensual stimulations.

Sight: "Pleasure vision" is sensed comprehensively during the experience in Persian garden. Accurate scenario; start through entrance hall with opening holes in the walls and so garden's persuasions and instigations, behind the wall at the spark of entering spawn recalling our all the past mental images of gardens and nature [9]. Hence the first stroke of separation from body and memorability is impacted during the entering; in entrance hall sounds of the garden can be heard, an early turn and then a light comes inviting the visitor to a leading path. A path which is exactly coinciding with the garden's axis, providing a view of the palace and running water at the first glance. ‘Pleasure vision’ that is a delightful sightseeing can be discerned in order, rhythm, symmetry, hierarchy and perceptual balance. It accommodates variant views and aesthetics in different season [9]. Persian garden is an orchard garden. Fruits in it act as a goal. Each compartments has its own character and colors and species. Cognition is enhanced by this "tactile vision" that enables us to visually touch and explore an object and categorize it as an experience that is placed in our memory [11].

Smell: Smell is of primary importance in the aesthetic experience. Sight and sound seem to objectively analyze a situation. Smell immediately refers it to a subjective, sensual feeling. The garden makes a subjective place in our mind also with its fragrance of flowers and plants in faraway awake others to [make others known] presence of a garden by the way, invite passengers to stroll and proffer them a sense of pleasure out of garden [9]. Fragrance in Persian garden usually describes plants and other garden elements that stimulate the sense of smell and react in a positive manner. This reaction can cause satisfaction and sensual harmony in most individuals. It brings forth a spiritual message that touches all who come in contact with the garden. The Garden imparts its decency and beauty to people who pass next to the garden. Four seasons, forty weeks and fourteen day's garden gifts us fragrances of different species of flowers. Because we are familiar with most aromas in nature we feel comfortable and familiar with them and refer to them for past remembrances. The importance and attraction of fragrance in our lives is an innate response.

Taste: One of the greatest joys of gardening is sending your taste buds into raptures over the flavor of “real” fruit or vegetables [13]. We don’t place too much emphasis on taste as an aesthetic experience. However, when it includes the act of eating it becomes a very potent and sensual event [11]. According to Ackerman [14], taste is a social sense. Because this brings people and nutrients together it is a sense that fosters emotional as well as physical health. Their dropped fruit stains the garden and this is when small animals and birds come to find life in the orchard garden and man can enjoy a close reaching being with them. Children also find them inspiring, their colors are usually bright and vivacious, and fun to pick and eat.

Hear: Paying special attention to plant selection can again attract a variety of insects and birds to your garden. Persian garden is always attended by birds. Garden, flower and nightingale forever are together, even in poem and writings in Persia. Emigrant birds in four season garden donate variation in sounds separate it from monotony. In deciduous autumn persimmon attract birds to garden. Oriole in summer is settled behind the walls. Persian garden uses trees and bushes that create pleasant sounds when coming in contact with the
wind. The Aspen make a sea like sound when wind goes through its leaves and branches. That goes pleasant with the sound of pouring water on the rocks. Persian garden has continuous "live sound" all year long. Water is a wonderful element to incorporate into the garden because of the different levels of sound that it can provide. Water as one of the main elements in Persian garden, intoning its being sound in some places and in other it dialogue, and on points shout and so cause our spirit ascend in sama.

Touch: Tactile stimulation is adventurous in nature. Touching an object to explore its meaning is an innate action that requires sensitivity and an absorbing mind. We literally have the ability to "feel" our world. By feeling the wind on our faces, the soil and grass in our hands, the warmth of the sun or the coolness of a northwest breeze on our skin we can experience nature as a receptive energy field. The tactile experience involves a degree of anticipation [15]. Texture is a surface quality that is defined by an objective's appearance and feel. Tree barks are good tactile stimulators and offer a variety of colors and textures that are especially pleasing during the winter months. Ulrich [4] considered the presence of water to be an indicator of an environment's high restorative potential. Throughout the site water is not only audible and visual but also touchable throughout the garden.

3.2. Spatial organization

An important feature of the garden is that it should be possible to experience it as a whole, marked off from the surroundings. Through the ages the garden has been defined as a piece of enclosed ground [3]. It is important how it is shaped, its well design, give the visitor a feeling of being away and of being safe. The importance of design and its relationship to health cannot be overlooked, since it is the impetus behind a successful aesthetic solution that contributes to wellbeing. They are one and the same as natural laws of health and harmony. Spatial perception is a sensual experience that is detected by the tangible qualities of a space, i.e. pattern, texture, and order [16]. Spaces create wellbeing when they are balanced in their arrangement with other spaces and their structures are endowed with the aesthetic characteristics that produce pleasure.

Legibility: Legibility is the main factor in traditional gardens. An open space offers information about the environment and if it is legible and understandable a mental relaxation occurs [5] and this comes to be very important for well-being. A sense of calmness and tranquility comes about when the complexity and intensity of textures and patterns is at a lower level [17]. In Persian garden forms and arrangement of trees and the running water as well as pools and stable water are so related together and also to other elements. Such an organization which makes a garden as it is seen is balanced in complexity and intensity. That should be planned so that they look softer in quality. These appearances may illicit feelings of well-being. Using such symbols in Persian garden, a space is created that is used for restoration and spiritual reaffirmation. It can help us experience a space that awakens the subconscious for a healing that is personal, effective and integrative of body, mind, and spirit.

Order: Order is the arrangement of forms that brings equilibrium to the organization of space. The structure of a space is defined by its organizing patterns that control its function, its progression, and its aesthetic appearance. Since order is a principle of spatial organization, balance, unity, and rhythm may be seen as aspects of order when used within this context. Balance is the most important psychological as well as physical influence on human perception. Equilibrium is our firmest and strongest visual reference, both the conscious and unconscious basis for making judgments" [18]. Balance brings a perception of wholeness or completeness. The concept of balance is an important consideration in a Persian garden (Fig. 3). It strengthens and integrates the elements of color, form, texture, and scale into a healing design. Strong edges and repetition of these through the Persian garden, gives the garden organization, legibility, and aesthetic order. It is built through a geometric order. Elements in a geometrical arrangement form the garden spaces. A classical or symmetrical order in Persian garden divides the space along an axis or around a center point and arranges the garden forms in a mirrored order. This offers the user a very ordered, structured, and balanced appearance that makes a universal harmony which happens to be important for the health too. Linear path strengthens the visual perception by placing the space within boundaries. Persian garden frames the space through vertical elements; which are trees and corner walls (Fig. 2). There is a focal point in every Persian garden that addresses healing, such as the "focus of tranquility", which is placed at the center and it becomes
less forceful by the elements located around. It provides an orderly and strong placement of spaces and defines their places and values through hierarchy, repetition, pattern, and rhythm. In the garden the pavilion acts as a landmark. It has been suggested that visual landmarks facilitate orientation and therefore provide a sense of ease and rest [7].

**Circulation pattern**: The garden is created with a circulation pattern that functions with the space and defines a legible pattern of movement. According to Lynch, this causes a feeling of relaxation [19]. Paths define the circulation pattern and so circulation defines garden’s pattern. Persian garden has a movement inside itself. Circulation and the arrangement of paths form the geometry of garden. All the elements are placed and formed in the light of what the paths define for the garden. Pleasantness of the garden is derived from its appearance; rhythm, symmetry and balance, and they are seen in paths. So it can be said that unity in the garden, is shaped on a physical arrangement basis.

Figure 3. Persian garden (Fin Kashan garden, Iran, Kashan) Order and circulation pattern can be seen in this plan[2].

3.3. **Unity in the garden**_ involvement with the garden

Earle describe unity as the "spirit of the design" [20]. Unity in the space defines the space as wholeness. Perception of unity in space arrangement is understandable and presentable. ‘Unity or the production of a whole is a leading principle of the highest importance, in every art of taste or design, without which no satisfactory result can be realized’ [21]. It is naturally understood that as a motivating principle unity carries us forward in our perception of environment. ‘For the best organization, the parts should be organized so that the whole is seen before the parts’ [18].

What we introduce in the unity of the garden is not only emotional or mental aspects but also is a base affected by them but created an experience, the one in another world, and the world of garden. According to R.H Robinson, experience rather than space in design causes the observer to accept or reject the space [16]. The environment of the garden as a whole space with space alternation and sequence and mental and emotional stimulants create environmental experience, and, according to Cornell, physical healing and spiritual transformation can occur [22]. It is in this layer that the world of the garden is felt by accomplishment of spatial experience. The focal essence of space is presented. We may sometimes get involved in games in the garden, so that we may forget our position in the world and enter the garden’s world since the garden itself is a complete world [8]. The garden pulls us into its space-world by its internal and external fascinations. Seeking the garden equates with seeking the self, when the garden is experienced to its fullest. Such an experience makes some kind of movement and florescence inside us.

If we consider space as a language [23], and consider the garden or any other special space as a statement, the feeling of reading it will be equal to experiencing space. Some are superficial, while others are mind-boggling, appetizing and astonishing. There are some that make you modest. Unity of spatial experience in the garden’s world can be expressed as a statement that seems to carry otherworldly scents. It is arousing and nurtures the experiencing person. It becomes exciting like a beautiful poem or verse. Space, context, ideology, knowledge, and religion have all come together to make a creature in the form of the garden. Persian garden presents life’s natural rhythm in the form of a unity of the body, mind, and spirit that causes full restoration.
4. Conclusion

Traditional gardens, all those born in a particular culture, have come to existence by the people in that vicinity based on their comprehension of an organized space and their tendency toward a particular way of forming it. Their built spaces all crystallize from an initial mentality forming them. The thing that keeps these organized spaces alive during the times is their inborn bond to the human and his unconscious. Though it is clear that these spaces thrill the people from where they originally come from, but they also come out to be a pleasurable and remedial place for the strangers as well. On describing this ample effect with all the characteristics discussed earlier in this paper, the matter is being presented with no regards to the place, even its born position. The aim is to give an idea about the nature of the space free from its location, to be able to get the best from its gifts.

This paper mainly focused on the garden’s tempting characteristics from a sensuous point of view and also with regard to its organization. But the main point which was not fully pondered here is the unity, which in fact its nature makes it hard to explain. Experiencing the space closely is the only way to get a clear understanding of its unity. The focal point in the garden and most of traditional Iranian spaces is the spatial unity shared between all elements; the visitor and the visited. This can be found in poetries and all other artistic works of the people of this land. What we stress on is the sense of harmony and unity which is felt in the visitor strolling in the space. The motives to this unity are not just natural factors but a nature brought to order. People feel a whole new touch of nature by the order which is born by a truth seeking soul. This is a feeling which takes in all human senses – body and soul – to come flourishing inside.
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